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Abstract: Intermolecular interactions in bulk water are
dominated by pairwise and non-pairwise cooperative interactions. While accurate descriptions of the pairwise interactions
are available and can be tested by precise low-frequency
spectra of the water dimer up to 550 cm@1, the same does not
hold for the three-body interactions. Here, we report the first
comprehensive spectrum of the water trimer in the frequency
region from 70 to 620 cm@1 using helium-nanodroplet isolation
and free-electron lasers. By comparison to accompanying highlevel quantum calculations, the experimentally observed intermolecular bands can be assigned. The transition frequencies of
the degenerate translation, the degenerate in-plane and the nondegenerate out-of-plane libration, as well as additional bands
of the out-of-plane librational mode are reported for the first
time. These provide a benchmark for state-of-the-art water
potentials and dipole-moment surfaces, especially with respect
to three-body interactions.

Introduction
Water is the most prominent solvent and, therefore, of
fundamental importance for chemistry and biology. However,
despite decades of research, an accurate description of the
underlying intermolecular interactions on a molecular level is
still a scientific challenge. Spectroscopic studies, providing
high-resolution spectra of intermolecular modes, in combination with ab-initio calculations give access to the potential
energy surface (PES) of water clusters. An essential objective
of this research is the development of a universal water model
from first principles, which is capable to predict the properties
of water in all its forms and over a wide range of
conditions.[1–5]
The binding energy of water in the solid and liquid phase
has been found to be dominated by two-body interactions.[6–8]
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While the water dimer is the ideal candidate to test the
accuracy of the water potential for an accurate description of
two-body interaction, the water trimer is the obvious candidate to test the three-body interactions, which are essential to
accurately describe bulk water and ice. Initial studies focused
on the accurate determination of an accurate water-dimer
PES.[9–20] The cyclic equilibrium structure of the water trimer
is significantly stabilized by three-body interactions, which
will aid in incorporating cooperativity into the description of
water models.
The many-body representation of the water potential has
a long history, beginning with the seminal work of Stillinger
and co-workers.[21] This representation for N water monomers
can be written as
N
X
i¼1

Vi þ

N X
N
X
j>i

i¼1

V ij þ

N X
N X
N
X
k>j

j>i

V ijk þ ? ? ? ;

ð1Þ

i¼1

where Vi is the one-body (monomer) potential of the ith
monomer, Vij is the two-body interaction between monomers
i and j, Vijk the three-body interaction between monomers i, j,
k, etc. This representation is useful provided it converges
quickly and ideally monotonically. This can be checked
numerically by calculating the total electronic energy of N
monomers, where, by necessity, N must be “small” and
“small” is determined by the level of ab-initio theory used to
obtain the electronic energy. For a high-level method such as
CCSD(T), N is around 20. If we define the interaction energy
as the total electronic energy minus the energy of the onebody monomers, these methods have shown that two-body
terms account for roughly 90 % of the interaction energy and
the three-body terms account for roughly 8 % of the remaining interaction energy. Thus, overall, the one-, two-, and
three-body energies account for roughly 98 % of the total
energy.[8, 22–24] Higher-body interactions, although small, matter for the energy ordering of isomeric forms of moderately
sized water clusters. The small four- and higher-body interactions appear to be well represented by classical polarization
effects.
Fully ab-initio approaches to obtain the two-body interactions for rigid monomers began with the CC-pol potential,
which is a fit to thousands of CCSD(T) electronic energies.[2]
For flexible monomers, the TTMn-F class of potentials was
a major step in this direction. This potential used a sum of
atom–atom exp-12 potentials to represent the full two-body
(monomer) interactions with parameters fits to several
hundred MP2 calculations. A fully ab-initio “non-parametric”
approach was taken by Huang et al.,[25] who fit tens of
thousands of CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ electronic energies for
the water dimer using a fit basis of permutationally invariant
polynomials (PIPs). This was already a significant challenge,
as this potential is 12-dimensional (actually, 15 variables were
used in the PIP fit). The latest version of this dimer
potential[17] was used in a recent publication from the authors
focused on the IR spectrum of the water dimer in the far-IR
region.[26] The two-body interaction mentioned above is
obtained from this dimer potential. Shortly after the work
by Huang et al., a PIP fit was done for the water trimer based
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Figure 1 b). A qualitative energy diagram is displayed in
Figure 1 c. The states are labeled by torsional quantum
numbers k = 00, : 10, : 20, and 30. The irreducible representations are A1, E2, E1, and A2, respectively. The following
transitions are allowed from the ground state: A2 A1 for
parallel (DK = 0) transitions and E1 A1 for perpendicular
(DK = 1) transitions, implying that their total angular quantum number changes by D j k@K j= 3.[46] In the ground state,
the torsional-tunneling splittings are bt :2bt :bt, which is characteristic for a cyclic potential with six isoenergetic minima.[41]
In the ground state, bt was determined to be 21–22 cm@1.[46–48]
The second tunneling mode, the bifurcational tunneling,
describes an exchange of the free and bound hydrogen atoms
(see Figure 1 a). The bifurcation-tunneling pathway results in
a splitting of each energy level in the G6 MS group into four
levels, which are labeled by irreducible representations in the
G48 MS group (see Figure 1 b). In the ground state, this
tunneling splitting is very small, that is, in the order of few
MHz.[49]
The calculation of excited-state-tunneling splittings is
a major challenge for theory. These must rely on a PES that
accurately describes the large-amplitude motion connecting
equivalent minima, and the saddle point (udp) separating
them. At the saddle point, one free hydrogen atom is pointing
upwards, one downwards, and one parallel with respect to the
O@O@O plane. Fortunately, the WHBB PES describes this
accurately, that is, the saddle-point energy is 83.2 cm@1, in very
good agreement with the benchmark value of 81.5 cm@1.[50] To
further test the accuracy of the WHBB PES for tunneling
!
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Figure 1. a) The two low-barrier-tunneling pathways of the water trimer.
The torsional-tunneling pathway changes the orientation of the free
hydrogen atoms and the bifurcation-tunneling pathway results in the
exchange of the free and bound hydrogen atoms. b) Effect of the two
low-barrier-tunneling pathways on the energy levels of the water trimer.
Due to the torsional-tunneling pathway, each energy level is split into
four energy levels labeled by the irreducible representations of the G6
MS group. Due to the bifurcational-tunneling pathway, each energy
level in the G6 MS group is further split into four energy levels labeled
by the irreducible representations of the G48 MS group. c) Manifold of
the lowest torsional states k = 00, : 10, : 20, 30. Transitions originating
in the k = 00 torsional state are indicated by solid arrows. Experimentally observed transition frequencies are shown next to the arrows. All
values are given in cm@1.

T 2020 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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on roughly 40 000 MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ energies.[27] The threebody-interaction potential is obtained from this fit. In order to
form an overall water potential, this three-body contribution
was combined with three other components: the two-body
interaction from the dimer potential, the spectroscopically
accurate H2O monomer potential of Partridge and Schwenke
for the one-body contributions, and the long-range portion of
the TTM3-F potential for four- and higher-body interactions.
The result is referred to as the WHBB water potential.[28]
Accurate dissociation energies of the water dimer and trimer
were reported using WHBB as well as rigorous diffusion
Monte-Carlo calculations of the zero-point energies. These
energies were validated by experiment.[29, 30] Of special
significance to this paper was the determination that the
intrinsic three-body interactions account for roughly 25 % of
the dissociation energy D0.
An extensive review of ab-initio water potentials, with
a focus on the MB-Pol potential, has recently appeared and
the interested reader is referred there.[31] Clearly, it is
important to test the quality of these ab-initio potentials.
We do this here using new experiments on the far-IR
spectrum of the water trimer, which provides a comprehensive
overview of the intermolecular fingerprint range between 80
and 600 cm@1. This is an extension of our recent work on the
water dimer towards higher clusters.[26] The theoretical work
consists of ab-initio VPT2 calculations of fundamental
energies. Additionally, harmonic, scaled harmonic frequencies, and fixed-node diffusion Monte-Carlo (DMC) calculations of the splitting of the ground state are reported using the
WHBB potential. Details of these calculations as well as
harmonic frequencies obtained using the MB-Pol potential
are given in the Supporting Information.
The water trimer has a cyclic equilibrium structure, with
each water molecule serving as proton donor to one
neighboring water molecule and as proton acceptor to the
other.[32–39] In the equilibrium structure, two free hydrogen
atoms are pointing upwards with respect to the O–O–O plane
while the third is pointing downwards.[40] The equilibrium
structure is thus denoted as {uud}.
The water-trimer vibrational spectrum consists of twelve
intermolecular and nine intramolecular modes. The intermolecular modes are depicted in the Supporting Information.
The spectrum is enriched by two low-barrier tunneling
motions (see Figure 1 a).[41–44] The molecular symmetry group
of the cyclic equilibrium structure of water trimer is C1(M).[45]
Proton interchange (without breaking any covalent bonds),
results in 48 isoenergetic structures, which are connected via
these two low-barrier tunneling pathways.
The first low-barrier tunneling pathway is denoted as
flipping or torsional tunneling. Henceforth, we will refer to
this tunneling pathway as torsional tunneling. Torsional
tunneling changes the orientation of the free hydrogen atoms
in the cyclic equilibrium structure of the water trimer (see
Figure 1 a). If torsional tunneling is feasible, the corresponding molecular-symmetry (MS) group is G6, which is isomorphic to the C3h point group. Tunneling will cause a splitting of
each energy level into four (two non-degenerate and two
degenerate) vibrational-tunneling levels labeled according to
the irreducible representations in the G6 MS group (see
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splittings, we performed fixed-node diffusion DMC calculations of the splitting for the ground state (details are given in
Supporting Information). The result of 26 : 5 cm@1 is in good
agreement with the experimental value of & 22 cm@1.[51]
Unfortunately, the calculation of tunneling splittings for
excited states using the DMC approach is not straightforward
but could be the focus of future research.
Pioneering high-resolution gas-phase studies have been
carried out by the Saykally group. Due to a lack of laser
sources in the so-called THz gap, these studies predominantly
focused on the frequency region below 100 cm@1.[46–48, 52–57]
This region is dominated by a manifold of torsional states of
the water trimer.[58] For the torsional modes, a harmonic
approximation has been found to be inappropriate, and
a pseudo-rotational model has been proposed.[40] These two
low-barrier tunneling pathways are expected to couple
strongly with the intermolecular modes of the water trimer,
causing an anomalous tunneling pattern in the excited states.
High-resolution studies of intermolecular modes have been
restricted to few examples including the observation of the
translational band of the (D2O)3 isotopologue at 142.8 cm@1
and the out-of-plane librational band of the (H2O)3 isotopologue at approximately 520 cm@1.[59–61]
Helium-nanodroplet-isolation spectroscopy is a versatile
approach to infrared-spectroscopic investigations of molecules and molecular aggregates.[62–66] The technique enables
stepwise aggregation and the spectroscopic characterization
of molecular aggregates with well-defined cluster sizes at
ultracold temperatures of 0.37 K.[67] Initially, the heliumnanodroplet-isolation technique was used to study the water
monomer as well as small water clusters (H2O)n with n = 2–6
in the region of the intramolecular O@H stretching mode[68–71]
and the intramolecular H@O@H bending mode.[72] Most
recently, we presented benchmark measurements of the
low-frequency spectrum of the water dimer in helium nanodroplets in the frequency range from 50 to 500 cm@1.[26]
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frequency range: 151–282 cm@1, 313–317 cm@1, 352–435 cm@1,
and 515–577 cm@1.
In Figure 2, we display an overview of the recorded lowfrequency spectrum of water clusters in helium nanodroplets
in grey. Bands assigned to the translational mode (Ri), inplane librational modes (Fi), and out-of-plane librational
modes (bi) are highlighted. A definitive assignment of the
cluster size is based on pressure-dependent intensity measurements, so-called pickup curves. These were recorded at 86,
151, 158, 162, 185 210, 215, 266, 282, 313, 317, 352, 368, 386,
409, 428, 435, 515, 532, 570, and 577 cm@1, and in case of the
overlapping signals at 523 and 526 cm@1, one pickup curve was
measured at 524 cm@1 (see the Supporting Information for
details).
The pressure dependence of the signal at 86 cm@1 follows
a Poisson distribution with contributions from water dimers as
well as water trimers.[26] The same ambiguity holds for the
band at 185 cm@1, which clearly shows contributions from
several (H2O)n clusters, with partial contributions of n = 3.
Unfortunately, due to the low intensity of the signals at 231
and 249 cm@1, we were unable to obtain conclusive pickup
curves.
All transitions as observed before in high-resolution gasphase studies of the Saykally group are shown as dashed
lines.[46, 47, 59, 60] In Figure 2 b, lower trace, we display the
predicted band center of our ab-initio calculations based on
vibrational perturbation theory of second order (VPT2).
In the following, each intermolecular mode is assigned to
a specific symmetry in G6 (A1, A2, E1, or E2). Due to torsional
tunneling, each intermolecular mode will split into four
distinct states (see Figure 1 for the ground state). Our
experimental frequency resolution is on the order of 0.5–
2 cm@1, which is well below the torsional-tunneling splitting,

Results and Discussion
Here, we report the first comprehensive low-frequency
study of the water trimer including the translational mode
(Ri), the in-plane librational modes (Fi), and the out-of-plane
librational modes (bi). The measurements were carried out
using the BoHENDI helium-nanodroplet-isolation setup with
the free-electron lasers at the FELIX laboratory in Nijmegen.[73]
In helium-nanodroplet-ionization (Hendi) spectroscopy,
the absorption is measured indirectly as the depletion of the
ion current of a certain ionic fragment in the mass spectrum
upon excitation of the embedded solute. In the present study,
we investigate water trimers which are formed after a sequential pickup of single water molecules. The depletion spectrum
of small water clusters with an average pickup of 2–3 water
molecules was recorded in the frequency region from 70 to
620 cm@1 (see ref. [26] for details). Depletion was detected at
m/z = 19, which was found to be highly selective for the water
dimer as well as the water trimer.[72] Bands which were
assigned to the water trimer were found in the following

11402
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Figure 2. Comparison of our experimental FIR/THz water-trimer
(H2O)3 spectrum (a, upper trace) with results from gas-phase studies[46, 47, 59, 60] (a, lower trace) and results from VPT2 calculations (b).
The band origins determined from the gas-phase studies are represented by black sticks, while those determined in the present study are
shown as yellow, red, green, and violet sticks. Dashed lines indicate
bands also observed in the gas-phase studies. In (b), each mode was
assigned following the notation of the G6 MS group as discussed in
the text.

T 2020 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Information), and agreement is shown within a range of 0–
10 cm@1. In the following, we will use these predictions for an
assignment of the observed bands.
Below 100 cm@1, centered at 86 cm@1, we observe one
band, which is assigned to the k = 30 00 perpendicular band
in the ground state, in excellent agreement with results from
gas-phase VRT studies, which yielded a band origin of
87.1 cm@1.[46, 47] The frequency range between 80 and
100 cm@1 is dominated by dimer lines at 86 cm@1 and at
99 cm@1. The torsional band t1 is predicted at 101 cm@1 (see
Table 1), but we were unable to observe this band.
In the frequency range between 100 and 220 cm@1, we
observed three new broad signals centered at 156, 185, and
213 cm@1. The absorption peaks at 151/158 cm@1 and 210/
215 cm@1 have a similar intensity and substructure; each one
shows two overlapping peaks separated by 5/6 cm@1. Based on
comparison to the accompanying VPT2 calculations, we
assign these to two perpendicular vibrational-tunneling
transitions to the degenerate asymmetric translation modes
E1(Ri) (Figure 3). Note that in the global minimum, only
perpendicular transitions are allowed. At the {uud} stationary
point, the transition dipole moment is expected to also have
a parallel component, nevertheless, perpendicular transitions
are predicted to be more intensive.
We attribute the splitting of 7 cm@1 between the bands at
151/158 cm@1 and the splitting of 5 cm@1 between the two
bands of 210/215 cm@1 to a splitting of the previously
degenerate E1(R1) modes upon vibrational excitation. Based
on our VPT2 calculations, these should be separated by
15 cm@1 (see Table 1). In a previous lower-level calculation by
Klopper et al., a splitting of 7 cm@1 is predicted, in very good
agreement with the experiment.[74]
The two perpendicular transitions of the E1(Ri) mode at
151/158 cm@1 and 210/215 cm@1 are separated by 3bt. Thus,
based upon our experimental results, we deduce a torsional
tunneling splitting of bt & 19/20 cm@1, which agrees well with
the torsional-tunneling splitting in
the ground state. Based on this
Table 1: Comparison of experimental results (cm@1) with results from indicated calculations (cm@1).
result, weaker parallel transitions
Each mode at the {udu} global minimum is assigned to its symmetry in the G6 MS group.
are predicted around 170 to
mode
theory
exp. He nanodroplet
exp. gas phase
180 cm@1. These might contribute
harmonic[a] scaled
VPT2[c] intensity n
b
to the broad absorption centered
harmonic[b]
around 185 cm@1. Unfortunately,
K = 30 00
86(?)
22[51] 87.1[46, 47]
other bands as well as other water
t1
166
128
101
22
–
–
–
clusters also contribute to this band,
E1(Ri)
177
141
139
21
151(?)/210(?)
20
–
which makes an unambiguous asE1(Ri)
185
148
154
29
158(?)/215(?)
19
–
signment for the band at 185 cm@1
t2
195
157
152
10
–
–
impossible. Also, the A1(Ri) band at
A1(Ri)
215
172
175
8
185(?)
–
185 cm@1, which is predicted to have
t3
234
184
185
5
–
–
–
E1(Fi)
332
268
266
25
266(?)
–
a small intensity, might contribute
E2(bi)
345
276
282
9
282(?)/313,317
–
to the small broad peak at 185 cm@1.
(?)
In the frequency region between
E1(Fi)
431
347
358
40
352/368/386
–
220
and 440 cm@1, we observed
E2(bi)
551
448
416
48
409(?),428/435
–
peaks at 231, 249, 266, 282, 313,
(?)
317, 352, 368, 386, 409, 428, and
A2(bi)
644
516
564
91
515,523,526,532
49
517.2, 523.9,
(k)
525.3[3]
435 cm@1. By comparison to our
570,577(?)
VPT2 calculation, we attribute
A1(Fi)
833
662
670
3
–
–
–
these to transitions to the degenerate in-plane libration E1(Fi) pre[a, b] WHBB ref. [28]. [c] Present results.
!

but exceeds the bifurcational tunneling splitting by far (a few
MHz in the ground state). This implies that while we are able
to resolve the torsional-tunneling splitting, the bifurcational
splitting cannot be resolved, unless it is increased by several
orders of magnitude upon vibrational excitation.
The water trimer is a symmetric-top molecule with gasphase rotational constants of A = B = 0.22 and C =
0.12 cm@1.[46–48] Due to the helium environment, the rotational
constants are expected to decrease by a factor of three.[66]
Thus, distinct rotational transitions states cannot be resolved.
At a temperature of 0.37 K, only the lowest torsional state
(k = 00) is expected to be populated. Based on the transition
rules, only parallel transitions (DK = 0) from the lowestpopulated k = 00 torsional state to states with overall vibrational-torsional A2 symmetry or perpendicular transitions
(DK = 1) to states with an overall vibrational-torsional E1
symmetry are allowed.
In our previous paper, we presented theoretical spectra
for the water dimer. The most rigorous (and complex)
theoretical spectrum came for fully-coupled quantum calculations using the WHBB potential and dipole-moment
surfaces. Standard double harmonic calculations of the
spectrum were also given, and this way, anharmonic/coupled-mode effects could be estimated by comparison of these
two spectra. A simple scaling by a factor of 0.8 of the
harmonic stick spectrum could be applied to bring the scaled
spectrum into accord with the rigorous one. Assuming
transferability to the trimer, we use that scaling factor here
for the WHBB harmonic frequencies. Fortunately, new direct
ab-initio VPT2 energies were also obtained for the trimer.
These results are summarized in Table 1 along with experimental results. The intensities are taken from the doubleharmonic calculations using the WHBB dipole-moment surface. A comparison of the WHBB harmonic frequencies given
in this Table are compared with previous direct CCSDT:MP2/
haQZ ones as well as MB-Pol ones (see the Supporting

!
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Figure 3. Qualitative energy-level diagrams for a) the degenerate translations E1(Ri) and b) the non-degenerate out-of-plane libration A2(bi).
Observed transitions are indicated by solid arrows along with the
observed experimental frequencies. All values are given in cm@1.

dicted at 267 and 359 cm@1, and to the degenerate out-ofplane libration E2(bi) predicted at 282 and 416 cm@1 (Figure 4). Note that in the present case, E1(Fi) and E2(bi) will mix
at the {uud} stationary point. For the E1(Fi) and E2(bi) modes,
two perpendicular vibrational-torsional transitions and one
parallel transition are allowed; however, perpendicular
transitions are predicted to have a higher intensities.
By comparison to our VPT2 calculations, we assign the
peaks at 231/249/266 cm@1 and 352/368/386 cm@1 tentatively to
transitions to the degenerate in-plane libration E1(Fi). Both
sets show a similar intensity pattern and are found in close
proximity to the predicted band center. Although the peaks at
231/249 cm@1 are very small and do not allow an unambiguous
cluster assignment, the signal at 266 cm@1 can clearly be
attributed to (H2O)3. This peak is assigned to the perpendicular transition to the E1(Fi) mode with an overall torsional
vibrational symmetry of E16E1 = 2 A18E1. The same holds for
the intense peak at 386 cm@1. Note that both states might be
split into further overlapping peaks.
The peaks at 352 and 368 cm@1 are tentatively assigned to
parallel and perpendicular transitions to the lower-lying
torsional states of the in-plane libration E1(Fi) mode,
predicted at 358 cm@1. Due to the strong mixing of E1(Fi)

Figure 4. Qualitative energy-level diagrams for the observed torsional
states of a) the split degenerate in-plane librations E1(Fi) and b) the
degenerate out-of-plane librations E2(bi). Due to strong mixing between
E1(Fi) and E2(bi), an unambiguous assignment is not possible, as
discussed in the text.

11404
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and E2(bi), we cannot anticipate a regular torsional-tunneling
pattern. Therefore, we abstain from deducing a bt value.
Instead, we show the deduced energy-level diagram in
Figure 4.
In the same way, we assign the signals at 282 cm@1 and 313/
317 cm@1 as well as 409 and 428/435 cm@1 to the four
perpendicular transitions to the two degenerate out-of-plane
librations E2(bi). We speculate that the experimentally
observed smaller splittings of 4 and 7 cm@1 can be attributed
to an increased bifurcational-tunneling splitting upon vibrational excitation, similar as was proposed before for the outof-plane A2(bi) librational mode.[3]
In the frequency range above 500 cm@1, two intermolecular modes are predicted based on our VPT2 calculations: the
out-of-plane liberation A2(bi) is predicted at 564 cm@1 and the
in-plane librational mode A1(Fi) at 673 cm@1. Since the A1(Fi)
mode is expected to have an intensity thirty times smaller
than the A2(bi) band (see Table 1), we assign all peaks above
500 cm@1 to parallel and perpendicular transitions to the outof-plane libration, A2(bi).
The first three experimentally observed peaks at 515, 523/
526, and 532 cm@1 are in excellent agreement with the
previously observed band origins at 517.2, 523.9, and
525.3 cm@1 in a high-resolution gas-phase study.[3] These were
tentatively assigned to parallel transition from the ground
state to the A2(bi) out-of-plane librational mode with a resolved bifurcational-tunneling splitting. The bifurcational
splits in each state in a quartet are denoted as A1@ ,A2@ , T1@ ,
and T2@ .[75] They attributed the splitting between the band
centers at 517.2, 523.9, and 525.3 cm@1 to the bifurcationaltunneling splitting, implying that the latter is increased by
three orders of magnitude upon librational excitation.[3]
We assign the peak at 532 cm@1 to the fourth bifurcationaltunneling component of the parallel transition to the out-ofplane libration (the A1+ subband), which has not been
detected before. For transitions from K’’ = 0, this fourth
component of the quartet is expected to be a factor of 3, 9, and
11 smaller than each of the other components. However, if we
sum over all K’’ states (since we lack rotational resolution),
their intensities become comparable.
In our study, we not only report the center frequency of
the fourth tunneling component at 532 cm@1 for the first time,
but we can state that the pattern is no longer equally spaced—
as in the ground state. In the ground state, the bifurcational
tunneling can be explained by a single flip arrangement with
an excitation energy well below the tunneling barrier.[59, 60]
This approximation obviously does not hold any longer.
We also observed a second, broad band with a substructure
centered at 570 and 577 cm@1 (see Figure 2). These peaks are
assigned to perpendicular transitions to the intermolecular
A2(bi) mode, reported here for the first time. Previously, the
bifurcational and the torsional splittings were postulated to be
of the same order of magnitude (@3.1 and @2.3 cm@1, or 1.6
and 4.6 cm@1). Based on our study, we are now able to deduce
the size of the torsional-tunneling splitting in the vibrational
excited A2(bi) mode. The difference between the center
frequencies of parallel and perpendicular transitions in this
mode amount to bt = 49 cm@1, which is one order of magnitude larger than the bifurcational-tunneling splitting
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( & 8 cm@1). bt is increased by a factor of more than two
compared to the ground state and thus larger than previously
anticipated. The magnitude of the bifurcational tunneling in
the vibrationally excited A2(bi) mode can be deduced from the
difference between the first and fourth component of the
quartet, that is, the 517 cm@1 and 532 cm@1 peak: 2bb =
(532@517) cm@1; thus, bb = 8.5 cm@1. We confirm that the
bifurcation-tunneling splitting is increased by more than three
orders of magnitude compared to the ground state, but bt > bb
still holds. Both tunneling motions, albeit to a different extent,
are strongly coupled to the out-of-plane librational mode.
It should also be noted that the bifurcational-tunneling
quartet is obviously more closely spaced in the perpendicular
transition, observed between 570 and 577 cm@1, than in the
case of parallel transitions, observed between 515 and
532 cm@1. In contrast, in the ground state, the observed
splitting is the same for the parallel as well as the perpendicular transition. If the splitting is dominantly caused by the
coupled single-flip bifuractional matrix elements, then we
expect a splitting of bb = 8b1f1b for parallel transitions and bb =
4b1f1b in case of perpendicular transitions. The experimentally
observed difference for parallel transitions amounts to
17 cm@1. Hence, we deduce a value of b1f1b = 2.125 cm@1. The
anticipated maximum splitting for perpendicular transitions
would then amount to 4b1f1b = 8.5 cm@1, which is—within our
experimental uncertainty—in very good agreement with the
experimentally observed splitting of (577–570) cm@1 = 7 cm@1.
To conclude this section, we describe calculations of the
ground-vibrational-state tunneling splitting in the water
trimer using the ring-polymer instanton (RPI) method.[76–78]
These used the WHBB potential[76, 78] and MB-Pol potential.[77] The calculated splitting of about 50 cm@1, using either
potential, is more than a factor of two larger than experiment.
However, in recent work of Vaillant et al.,[77] a splitting of
(26 : 2) cm@1 was obtained using a more rigorous PIMD
approach with the MB-Pol potential. This splitting is in very
good agreement with the present DMC fixed-node splitting of
(26 : 5) cm@1 using WHBB, and both results are in good
agreement with experiment. This indicates that these ab-initio
potentials can be used to obtain accurate tunneling splittings,
provided they are used with rigorous calculations of the
splittings.

Conclusion
We report the first comprehensive FIR/THz spectrum of
the water trimer in the frequency region from 80 to 600 cm@1.
Excellent agreement with previous high-resolution gas-phase
studies, which were limited to the torsional mode t1 at 86 cm@1
and the librational mode around 520 cm@1, show that the
influence of the helium-nanodroplet environment can be
neglected within our experimental resolution ( & 1 cm@1),
similar to what was observed before for the water dimer.[26]
Based on a comparison of the experimentally observed
transitions with predictions from VPT2 calculations, we are
able to assign the following intermolecular modes with
partially resolved torsional- and even bifurcational-tunneling
splitting: the degenerate translation E1(Ri), the non-degenerAngew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 11399 – 11407
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ate out-of-plane libration A2(bi), two degenerate in-plane
librations E1(Fi), and two degenerate out-of-plane librations
E2(bi). These energies provide an excellent test for any stateof-the-art water-trimer potential.
We note that the torsional-tunneling splitting is sensitive
to the intermolecular excitation: For the degenerate translation E1(Ri) mode, the torsional-tunneling splitting amounts
to 20 cm@1, close to the value in the ground state. For the
A2(bi) mode above 500 cm@1, the torsional-tunneling splitting
has increased to 49 cm@1. Due to the coupling of the E1(Fi)
and E2(bi) modes, the torsional-tunneling pattern is affected,
thus, we abstain from deducing a value for the torsional
splitting bt.
For the out-of-plane libration, we observe all components
of the bifurcation-tunneling quartet and confirm the previously proposed increase in tunneling splitting by several
orders of magnitude.[59, 60] We tentatively assign the splitting in
the degenerate out-of-plane libration E2(bi) mode of 4 cm@1
(317–313) cm@1 and 7 cm@1 at (435–428) cm@1 to a bifurcational-tunneling splitting. The increase in bifurcational-tunneling splitting will depend on the actual tunneling path, that
is, whether the intermolecular mode and the bifuractionaltunneling mode are strongly coupled (are along the same
coordinate) and on the energy of excitation in comparison to
the tunneling barrier.
When computing the projections of the {uud} normal
modes onto the bifurcational mode, we find that both
projections, for E2(bi) as well as E1(R1), are in the same order
of magnitude as in case of the A2(bi) mode (see the Supporting
Information). While we can speculate that experimentally, at
386 cm@1, also a substructure can be resolved, it is more
prominent in case of the out-of-plane librations. This might
indicate that the bifurcational-tunneling pathway involves an
out-of-plane mode. The observed increase in bifurcation
tunneling towards higher frequencies can be attributed to the
higher vibrational-excitation energy, which results in an
effective decrease of the tunneling barrier.
Up to now, torsional states of the water trimer have been
treated with a three-dimensional model[58, 79] which reproduces the energies of the torsional states with k = 0, 1, 2, and 3.
However, to describe the manifold of torsional states for the
translational and librational modes accurately, a treatment of
the water trimer in a twelve-dimensional model (including all
twelve intermolecular modes) is inevitable. This remains one
of the challenges of future theoretical studies.
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